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Cruzer Update

William Bird / November 2018
Last week was the big event of having the Cruzer completed to the point that it could be moved from the build and
maintenance shop to its permanent home in the regular hangar.
However, on start up for the move over, the engine showed no
oil pressure on the Dynon display. There had been pressure
the last time the engine was run (which was some time ago) so
everything was immediately shut down. Either something had
changed with the engine or the Dynon oil pressure sensor was
now not working.
During the week, Sebastien came in and checked the Dynon
and it seemed to be functioning properly.
The group arrived in fog this morning. Had initial discussions regarding the no oil pressure (maybe oil pump having lost
its prime) issue and also thinking new fuel flow tests need to be
done. Decided to tackle the oil pressure issue first.
An on-line article had been found which indicated some steps
which could be taken to try to re-prime a Continental O-200 oil
pump. One of the procedures involved removing spark plugs,
using air pressure up the engine crankcase vent to provide pressure to force oil up into the pump, and then using the starter to
crank over the engine and if oil was observed being pumped out
of the oil pressure gauge line fitting, then the pump was back to
working properly. As the plugs were already out of the engine,
this was what was first attempted. Eric Klassen had his small
air compressor with him so the air pressure being put into the
crankcase could be carefully regulated.
Meanwhile, John was organizing the movement of the big
bench out of the maintenance hangar and into the Cruzer area.
After a bit of setting up and adjustment, the first attempt was
made to prime the pump. Air pressure was applied and Cyril
cranked the engine on the starter for 20 seconds. Unfortunately,
no oil appeared out of the oil pressure gauge line. As the line was
uncoupled at the end by the Dynon sensor, Eric Munzer suggested that maybe prefilling the line with oil might result in a
better indication of any oil pressure from the pump. This was
done and another attempt was made. Unfortunately, once again,
no oil pumped out of the line. However, when the air pressure
was started up, there was some air bubbling through the pressure line which did confirm that there wasn’t a blockage in the
line between the pump and the line opening.
As this didn’t seem to be working, it was decided to switch
to an alternate procedure which the article had suggested. This
involved adding oil through a pipe inserted into the oil filter

mount location so that the oil might run
down into the pump and priming it. The
oil filter was removed, a pipe was inserted
into the appropriate opening and an oil
can was used to pour oil into the pipe
(and hopefully then into the engine interior). This was done with the prop being
stationary and then with the prop being
hand turned backwards. The oil filter
was re-attached and then the motor again
turned on the starter. Sadly, still no oil was
pumped out of the oil pressure line.
We then hooked up the battery charger
and broke for lunch to ponder. The possibility was considered that a problem might
be that the turning of the engine using
the starter was not turning the pump fast
enough to bring oil to the open fuel pressure line. (Or perhaps the pump needed
some time for oil to drain to it before it
would prime.) We decided that we needed
a solid confirmation of whether the pump
was or was not working and that the only
way to do this was to risk a short engine
start up and run. So after lunch, the plugs
were put back into the engine in prep for
doing this test. At this time, Gerald came
along and indicated that he thought he
had an oil pressure gauge which would fit
the oil pressure line. The gauge was found
and plumbed into the oil line in place of
the Dynon oil pressure sensor.
The airplane was pushed outside into
the sun which had finally appeared. Cyril
did a start up and to everyone’s happiness,
the oil pressure gauge immediately regis-

tered pressure present and then stabilizing at an appropriate value. After running
long enough to get oil circulated throughout the engine, the engine was shut down
and the Dynon sensor plumbed back in.
Cyril did another start up and the
Dynon registered oil pressure properly.
Cyril then took the time to confirm that the
mags were now grounding properly, and
that the current adjustment on the propeller resulted in about 2450 rpm when run
statically at full throttle. All of the electrical switches were cycled through, with
everything working except for the flap
control. As the light wasn’t illuminating

Chapter Report
The Cruzer is fast approaching the
finish line. Fuel flow tests and finalizing
the flight display are amongst the tasks
at hand; a maiden flight is expected
very soon.
Chapter 85 had their AGM in October,
and elected a new executive. Thanks
especially to Peter Whittakcer for 4
years of faithful service, and to all the
others who have served their aviation
community.
November saw Remembrance Day
observances at DHAP, again organized by member John Macready. John
stated that this is the 15th year that this
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on the flap switch, Eric Munser felt this
indicated the need for a fuse replacement.
The Dynon was also indicating well except
for a previously identified fuel pressure
sensor problem (no reading).
People present were relieved that the
work of the day did result in the engine
no oil pressure issue being solved (at least
for now) and that the engine internals are
now fully lubricated. It was getting later
in the day by this time so the decision was
to wait until next week before starting on
fuel flow testing. The remaining time was
spend in moving some more items over
from the maintenance hangar.

Recreational Aircraft Association of
Canada,
Chapter 85
Minutes - Monthly Membership Meeting
7:30pm Tuesday, November 6, 2018
Opening:
New members: welcome and introductions
Steve Little
-Originally from Newfoundland
-Has CPL
-Currently works as an engineer at YVR
Airport Authority
-Has owned aircraft in the past and plans
to build one soon
-Type undecided, but something similar to
a Cub with floats
Basil McAllister
-Sean Walker’s uncle
-Owns a Cessna 170 in Manitoba
-Visits at this time of year on his way to the
sun belt
Minutes from the October 2nd monthly membership meeting for review
-Corrections to last month’s minutes per
John Macready
-Second page: Membership dues become
$45 on Jan01/19
DAPCOM:
-Delta Optimist ad published in late
October.
-New caretaker to start Dec01/18
Guest Speaker:
-Jim Stunden spoke about the ins and outs
of flying the Boeing 777
-presented and talked through several Boeing 777 operating and flying
procedures
answered questions from the floor
Correspondence:
-Metro Parks will hold their second biannual Delta Heritage Airpark Parks
Management Meeting for 2018 at the
Round House in November – John
Macready will update under Committee
Reports
-Next meeting will be held Nov07/18
Committee Reports:
Vice President: Alex Mackay
-On Nov07/18 Darryl Murphy, of Murphy
Aircraft, was inducted into the EAA

Homebuilder’s Hall of Fame
Financial Report: Chapter 85 finances – Tom
Boulanger
-Verbally presented
-Bank cash balance
-Bank shares balance
-Forecasted income and expenses to
Dec31/18
-Christmas party cost discussion
-Ongoing costs of Cruzer – fuel system and
exhaust mentioned
-Forecasted bank balance as at Dec31/18
Secretary: Tim Novak
-No update
Membership: Perry Delano
-2019 Membership Renewals
-Memberships for 2019 will be accepted
at the meeting and ongoing. Bring your
Chapter 85 membership card for renewal
or get a new card if you don’t have one.
2019 Dues:
-Chapter 85 Annual Membership (with
RAA National Membership) $40
-Student Chapter 85 Membership $15
(insurance at RAA events)
-RAA National Insurance Fee for nonnational members $15 (insurance at RAA
events)
-Total for Chapter 85 + RAA National
Insurance Fee $55
-As of January 1st 2019 Chapter 85 membership dues will be $45 (save $5 and pay
now!) Not present
-15 renewals to date
-On Jan01/19 the annual membership
dues will increase from $40 to $45
-For members who are not members of
RAA National a $15 surcharge will be
applied to their dues
Aircraft Chairman & 750 Cruzer Update:
Eric Klassen
-Project update
-Working on the fuel system this Saturday
-An initial taxi “test” was carried out 2
weeks ago
-Fuel flow testing underway
-Checking the fuel pump – slow fuel flow
-If checks out okay then ready to go
-Jim Asprey will do the final inspection,
application for the C of R is underway
-Hangar and Workshop: John de Visser

- -Request for Workshop clean up now that
the Cruzer has relocated
-Two hangar bays have come available
-John Stewart is subletting his bay to John
Macready
-Peter Murphy now on the hangar bay
wait list
-Workshop will now be returned to its state
prior to the Cruzer build
-Big table to be taken out and stored for the
next project/user
-Now available to be rented at $10/day for
members
-Sand blaster is working but needs new
lighting
Anyone needing to paint parts or aircraft
in the workshop should let John know so
that he can set up the paint curtains
Custodian: Hugo Regier
-RAA scales in working order
-Round House rental $100/day/event for
non-members
DAPCOM News: John Macready (and Metro
Parks November management meeting)
-Metro Parks meeting Nov07/18
-All are welcome to attend
-Report on 2018 activities
Remembrance Day ceremony
-Program has been completed
-Volunteers needed for lunch and cleanup
DAPCOM new hangar policy
-Will be discussed during the next
DAPCOM meeting
-Matt De Visser repaired various electrical
problems
Caretaker
-To be decided upon by Dec01/18
-Gerard and Sharon have reapplied for the
position
Fuel System
-New filter installed
-New pump not compatible and returned
to manufacturer
-Avgas ordered – 14,000 litres 100LL only
-Avgas tanks are now filled for the winter
Parking
-Members are reminded that there is no
-parking on the road 0600 – 1800 weekdays, -helicopter maneuvering area during
that -time
continued on page 4

Chapter / continued from page 2
has taken place at Delta Heritage Airpark. The
weather cooperated with sunny, calm and cool
conditions.
Chapter 85 had their Christmas get-together
in the clubhouse the first Tuesday of the month,
in place of their usual chapter meeting.
Minutes / continued from page 3
Newsletter: George Gregory –
-A draft of the next President’s Message has been
sent to George, this will also cover the final quarter of 2018
-Recreational Flyer recently published
-Call for articles regarding Delta Airpark, home
built aircraft, flying
Programs: Jim Stunden (we can use a volunteer for
2019 for Program Chair)
December meeting – Christmas party
-Starts at 1730
-No Executive meeting in December
-Next RAA hosted pancake breakfast Jan13/19

Top: Cadet Attendees at the DHAP Remembrance
Ceremonies; the CMF Finch did a flyby; Right, Flt Lt.
Harry Hardy was present at the ceremonies.

Announcements:
-Remembrance Day is this coming Sunday – the
call has already gone in for clear skies!
-Ceremony at 11am
-Soup and buns for lunch at Mary’s Place following the ceremony
-John Macready reminded everyone that tonight was Peter Whittaker’s
last meeting as President. He thanked Peter for four excellent years of
excellent leadership and performance.
-Peter Whittaker responded that acting as President was a real pleasure, the time has gone quickly, and it was the participation of the
members that made it fun. He gave his thanks to all.
Next RAA pancake breakfast:
RAA Chapter 85, Sunday, January 13th - 2019
Supplies Purchaser (Saturday or earlier)............................. Terry Johnston
Batter Mixer & Table Set Up (Saturday pm).......................Peter Whittaker

Volunteer for chapter activities: we
can always use people to help with
upcoming chapter events like the Pancake breakfast. If you want to help out,
contact any member of the executive.
Their contact numbers are on the club
website.
Want to be part of the action? Let any
member of the executive know if you

Open-Up and Start Coffee.................................................. Gerard van Dyjk
Cashier and Ticket IssuerT......................................................om Boulanger
Wait Staff.......................................................... John de Visser, Alex Mackay
Pancake Flipper ........................................................................ Erich Munzer
Eggs & Bacon ................................................... Bruce Prior or Perry Delano
Cleanup......................................................................................................... All
Note: The above roles are all interchangeable and new volunteers are
most welcome! Volunteers meet at 8am, have breakfast and get ready
for doors to open at 9am, the breakfast concludes at 11am followed by
clean up.
Motion to Adjourn - By: Tom Boulanger Seconded: Jim Stunden Time:
2127

News and Stuff
are interested. The project is really
coming along. We encourage the participation of young people as well - if
you know any budding builder/aviators, bring them with you!
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